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What is prescribed 
fire?

Application of fire:

• Applied in a skilled manner,

• Within specific weather parameters, 

• In a defined location,

• With specific goals



Courtesy of the Florida Forest Service





Burn plan
Element 1 Signature Page
Element 2A Agency Administrator Ignition Authorization
Element 2B Prescribed Fire Go/No-Go Checklist
Element 3 Complexity Analysis Summary and Final 
Complexity
Element 4 Description of Prescribed Fire Area 
Element 5 Management Goals and Burn Objectives
Element 6 Permits, Notifications and Contacts
Element 7 Prescription
Element 8 Scheduling
Element 9 Pre-burn Considerations and Weather
Element 10 Briefing
Element 11 Organization and Equipment
Element 12 Communication
Element 13 Public and Personnel Safety, Medical
Element 14 Test Fire
Element 15 Ignition Plan
Element 16 Holding Plan
Element 17 Contingency Plan
Element 18 Wildfire Declaration
Element 19 Smoke Management and Air Quality
Element 20 Monitoring
Element 21 Post-burn Activities

Appendices
Appendix A: Maps: Vicinity, Project or Ignition Units 
(or both), Optional: Significant or Sensitive Features, 
Fuels or Fuel Model, Smoke Impact Areas
Appendix B: Technical Reviewer Checklist
Appendix C: Complexity Analysis
Appendix D: Agency-Specific Job Hazard Analysis or 
Risk Assessment
Appendix E: Fire Behavior Modeling Documentation 
or Empirical Documentation
Appendix F: Smoke Management Plan and Smoke 
Modeling Documentation (Optional)
Appendix G: COVID-19 Risk Management Plan



Element 4
B. Vegetation/Fuels Description:

1. On-site fuels data:

• Most of the fields (97%) were classified as fuel type GR3 (see tables on page. 8-9).  Fields with higher woody 
vegetation component, were classified as SH3 (3% of fields).  Vegetation communities were categorized into fuel 
models described in: Standard fire behavior fuel models: a comprehensive set for use with Rothermal’s surface 
fire spread model. Gen. Tech. Rep. RMRS-GTR-153.

• Fuels and vegetation were described based off field inspection.  Many of the fields are dominated by forbs, with 
cool season grasses, vines, shrubs and young trees present.  Some had low amounts of warm season grasses, 
such as little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) and Indian grass 
(Sorghastrum nutans), though the numbers of these are generally so low that these would not be the primary 
carriers of fire.  The primary carriers would be cured forbs, cool season grasses, and vines such as dewberry and 
grape.

Adjacent fuels data:
• Most of the fuels adjacent to the subunits are closed canopy forest and classified into the fuel group TL6.  These 

range from white pine dominate, hemlock- hardwood mix, oak- hardwood mix, white pine-oak mix, black birch-
red maple- cherry mix, and non-native red pine.  See Map 5 for the units and adjacent forest types.

• Timber harvests are actively conducted on the peninsula, some adjacent fuels may have decreased canopy cover 
if recently harvested.  Areas that were harvested were classified in the fuel group SL1.  See Map 5 for adjacent 
harvests that occurred adjacent to burn subunits within the last ten years. 



Smoke 
Management
• Permits acquired through 

DEP

• Sensitive receptors and 
nearest neighbors mapped

• Use V-Smoke modeling to 
predict smoke impacts 

• Day of burn: towers and 
roving smoke monitor(s) 
used to assess impacts of 
smoke.



Current land management activities consist of 
mowing and brush-hogging to maintain open habitats; 
deer management and timber harvests to promote 
age and species diversity in forests.  
Moving forward, DWSP has started integrating the use 
of fire to assist us in reaching our landscape diversity 
goals.

Why use fire on DWSP 
lands?



Silvicultural Use
to reestablish and maintain 
oak and oak-hickory 
woodlands and forests.

Photo by: Pacific Northwest Research Station, Forest 
Service, USDA



Restoration
of rare inland barrens habitats, 
including heathlands, sandplain 
grasslands, shrublands, oak and  
pitch pine woodlands.

Purple milkweed—Massachusetts 
state listed species
Purple milkweed—Massachusetts 
state listed species



Barre Heath

May 4, 2020 April 4, 2021 May 10, 2021 July 26, 2021

September 25, 2008 August 10, 2018 June 4, 2019



Maintenance 
of grasslands, heathlands, shrublands, and woodlands. 



Fuel Reduction

Climate change projections of warmer winters, resulting in longer growing seasons, as well as 
more extreme cycles of drought and increases in rainfall, increasing wildfire risk.





Western Mass. Blaze Serves As Reminder Of 
State's 'Rich History' Of Wildfire
Leverett, MA

Amid scorched tree trunks, crews from MassWildlife survey the 
recently burned forest in Leverett, MA.
Daniel Ackerman / for GBH News
Source: Western Mass. Blaze Serves As Reminder Of State's 
'Rich History' Of Wildfire (wgbh.org)



Left treated with prescribed fire, right without
Courtesy of NPR: In Bastrop’s Ashes, Officials Find a Lesson in Prescribed Burning | 
StateImpact Texas

Left treated with prescribed fire, right without
Courtesy of DCR Fire Control

Manuel Correllus State Forest- Martha’s Vineyard Bastrop State Park, TX - after a 32,000-acre wildfire 



Training

• On the ground training is invaluable 
and cannot be replaced with 
classroom.

• Prescribed fires give local fire 
departments, DCR, and our partners 
valuable experience with fire 
behavior, firefighting tactics and use 
of specialized wildfire equipment, as 
well as the Incident Command System.



Prescribed Fire and Water Quality

• Prescribed fire can alter detrital mass and chemistry in ways that improve water 
quality

• Periodic prescribed fire affected DOM composition, partially consuming humic-
like substances and reducing tri-halomethane (42+/-23%) and haloacetic acid (42+/-
20%) formation potentials in leachate water (Uzun et al. 2020)

• Long-term forest management (e.g. prescribed fire) improved water quality by 
reducing DOC and total N concentrations in surface waters (Majidzadeh et al. 2019)



Questions?

Thank you!


